Ben Jelloun House, Marrakesh
Project Data

L ocation: Mal'rakesh, adjacent
to gal'dens designed by the
French painterJacques
MaJjorelle when he built his
own house there in the 1930'5.
Client: Omar BenJellourl,
industra list in Casablanca.
Desigrler: Mr. Bill Willis
conceived both the plans of the
house and the intel'iol'
decoration of the spaces.
Completion: March 1983
Construction: Traditionalstone
masonry structure, with an
exterior coating of tadelakt,
which has a lime base arid is
applied smoothly over a surface
and polished to a brilliant
finish - traditionally
employed in the interiors of
harnrnarns.

T

his striking contemporary
interior from Morocco
was conceived by a designer from a western background w ho lives permanently in Marrakesh.
Mr Bill Willis offers his
clients a remarkable, and occasionally provocative, decorative approach w hich combines traditional materials, techniques, and
geometric motifs with a modemist sensibility. To achieve results such as those present
in the Ben Jelloun house, Mr Willis works
in a traditional manner with the Moroccan
maalem (mimar) craftsman w ho executes the
tilework (zelliJ{e) I , woodwork, plasterwork,
etc.: for example, most of his intentions are
expressed orally rather than with written
documents or graphic representations. A
maalem w ho is to do the zellij;e covering a
chimney, or a wall visits Mr Willis' Atelier,
w here he is asked to produce samples with a
fA zellige is a PI'Wlt piece of enarnelled tmacotta tilc. A
sel'ies of standard shapes are used in val'yillg colI/positiolls.

Text arid photogmphs by
Serge Santelli.

given motif and given colour scheme and
discusses the possibilities with regard to the
surface to be decorated. Few conception
drawings are actually employed. The rest is
decided on the site. Much of the refinement, or the more spectacular gestures,
found in th e interior decoration by Mr
Willis comes from his knowled ge of the
materials available, the constraints and freedoms inherent in the techniques, and the
fact that he is an outsider to the tradition.
H e brings his personal, and cultural, sensibility to bear in the creative collaboration.
The house itself is not to be considered a
typical Arab dwelling: neither the total plan
nor the plan of individual interior spaces
reflect an inspiration from traditional
Moroccan houses. It is the overall decoraBelow: Maill e/IT/'Q/lCc hall. This /'Oom, with stair's to
uppel' floor at the fal' end, communicates with the
living-I'oom and a covel'ed gallery facillg the gal'den.
Right: The stair's SCfl1 .ft·om above . The enamelled
ten'acotta tiles used hcre al'e called bejrnats, measul'irlg
5 em x 5 em, Q/ld Q/'e traditiollally placed on floo rs
whel'eas the zelliges, 01' pre-cut tiles al'e fol' wall
surfaces.

tive technique of covering whole surfaces
that is typical. Zelliges and marble are used
together on the floors, and zelliges alone on
the chinmeys and elsewhere. However, the
walls are finished with the tadelakt teclmique
(mixture of sand, clay and lime projected
onto a wall, then covered with a soap and
egg-yoke substance and polished with a
smooth stone). While the chimneys in the
main living rooms are striking visually and
sculpturally, they appear to be something of
an anachomism in a desert oasis climate.
This points up a significant perception
about the design work: it is rarely a single,
particular element that is beautiful in and of
itself, but rather it is the ensemble, the total
composition that is spectacular.
One enters the house by a large hall with
stairs at the far end of the rectangular space.
Immediately to the left is a small bathroom decorated in tones of blue and red,
while to the right of the entry hall, perpendicular to it, is the rectangular space of the
living room, and divided into two parts by
an arcade with colunms. On axis, with
the arrival in the living room(s) is the
main chillU1ey, the upper portion of which

Above: View into the principalliving-roomfi'om entrance hall doorway. A combination of marble and
enamelled ten-acotta tiles are used for the floor. The
principal chimney is at the far end of the space .
Right: Intricate patten-Is formed by tmditional Moroccan crafismen on the swiace of the chiimney are a major
feature of the house.

takes the form of a mihrab (seen from the
exterior, and apparently of Turkish inspiration), completely covered with geometric
motifs made of zelliges. A carpet-like
mosaic on the wall creates a backdrop to the
main chimney. Each of the two living
rooms is covered by a cupola. The predominant tones of colour in the living
rooms are pink and brown. For example,
the joints between the interior facettes of the
cupola are high-lighted with brown and
black zelliges (note: the exterior of these
cupolas are pink with zelliges of green blue
and brown for the joints).
Beyond the living room is located the
master bedroom and its bath, also covered
by a cupola, an extraordinary hallway, the
walls of which are covered with mirrors,
links the bedroom, dressing room and bath.
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Above: The main living-room is divided in two by
three arches and columns of white marble. Pink and
brown tones prevail in these spaces, Ji'om the polished
surfaces of the walls executed with the technique known
as tadelakt to zellige tile work of the chimneys.
Left: View of doorways, mirrored walls and cupolas of
the hall connecting the master bedl'Oom and the bath.

The colour blue predominates in the decor
of the bathroom: dark blue mosaic on the
colonnettes, light blue for the walls, which
are finished with the tadelakt technique.
Stairs in the main entry lead to the
first-floor study and bedrooms. Different
geometric patterns are used for the risers of
these stairs than for the horizontal steps,
although the zelliges are essentially from the
same colour range.
The Ben Jelloun house, in its traditional
ornamentation, is typical of one contemporary trend (and at present a very strong
one) in Moroccan architecture to encourage
a return to past indigenous values. An
assuredly positive result of this demand is to
guarantee that traditional craftsmen have
work and that the practical knowledge of
these crafts is not dying out.
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Left : The maill bathroom all the groulld ,floor. Executed ill a variety ~f materials (Zelliges, marble,
stucco, etc.) alld techl/iques, the pl'edomil/ant colour is
blue. Double pairs of columns (i.e . four together) fan"
a squO/'e aedicule over the bath itself; they rise all the
way to the ceilil/,R, part of which is in the fonn if a
cupola.
Top: Cupola alld lamp over the maill bath. FOUl'
,~ro"ped columns are lIIosaic-covel'ed.
Above: Detail of the deco/'Otive pattem foulld at the
base of the COIUII'IIIS, covaed with mosaic-work.
R(ftht: Gmuped col", 11115 Fame the min'01' ill FOI1l if
two wash basills. The bath is rljlected ill the min'or.
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Far left: Blue and red
decorative motift characterise a
small toilet and wash basin
locatedjust off of the main
entrance hall in the house. A
portion of the cupola is visible,
as well as the lamp reflected in
the minor.
Left: Copy ofa traditional
Maroccan fountain was
built in the garden of the
house. Note the contrast of the
colours used in the fountain,
pm1icularly the yellows and
blacks, with the sofle/', quieter
colours found inside the house.
Left, below: A second, smaller
fountain in the garden.

Mr BenJelloun comesfrom a
well-known and highly
influential Moroccan family .
An industrialist and proprietor
of the Volvo Automotive
Franchisefor Morocco, Mr Ben
Jelloun is notedfor his refined
taste in the arts. The house in
Marrakesh, which is a second
residence for the cool winter
months in the North of the
country, is situated on a
remarkable site near the centre
ofthe city rather than isolated in
the suburbs of the oasis.
Mr Serge Santelli, architect
and professor at the Ecole des
Beaux Arts, is Mimar's
conespondent in Paris Q/1d
N0I1h Africa, where he goes
frequently for reseal'Ch, teaching
and business.
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